There is a growing awareness among policy-makers and social leaders of the limitations of economics as a tool for assessing and maximizing human well-being. From the proposal of Gross National Happiness measures to supplant traditional Gross National Product, to challenges to the assumed primacy of pro-growth objectives within traditional capitalist models, there is mounting interest in developing more inclusive measures of progress for society in general, and for business in particular. The current flowering of Buddhist thought in the West has provided a unique opportunity for engaging these needs and seeking ways in which Right Livelihood considerations can help guide business activity. Of all the dimensions within the Eightfold Path, however, Right Livelihood is the least explicitly prescriptive and, for many non-Buddhist managers, most in need of explication and application guidelines, such as Lloyd Field attempts to provide in his *Business and the Buddha: Doing well by doing good*.

This book is both an exploration into what Buddhism can teach about business success—its definition and attainment—within a broader social and moral context and an examination of the moral obligation of business as a force for positive global change. Field does not intend it as a repudiation of the success of capitalism, but as a call for a broader conception. As Field states, “Mine is not a cry for revolution, but for the direct integration of human values into our economic system.” Accordingly, the text seems to be written for two groups: Western non-Buddhist business people looking for a more inclusive vision of business success and Western Buddhists trying to integrate their existing practice into their working and political lives. Field opens with a critique of the perceived social failings of profit-motivated capitalism, the implicit growth imperative, and Western economic hegemony. This is followed by a light and accessible introduction to basic principles of Buddhism and their relevance to business ethics. He then connects the two by drawing implications for goals and governance processes at many levels, including society, corporate leadership, management, and individual work behaviours.
The text is broadly encompassing in scope, with many examples ranging widely by industry, region, and culture that draw instructive parallels, such as between globalization and interpenetration and interdependence. The treatment of corporate governance and corporate social responsibility is especially interesting, although left somewhat disconnected from the relevant mainstream management scholarship in these areas. A wide-ranging selection of end-matter rounds out the text, including several very brief appendices, a glossary and an index. These could be improved, however, with a more complete selection of references and sources.

Although the book has many praiseworthy aspects, it also suffers some weaknesses. The most significant of its deficiencies is that it endeavors to achieve too much: explaining Buddhism, teaching skilful techniques (including basic meditation practice), critiquing current capitalist systems, developing social prescriptions, prescribing business and managerial practices, and providing simple templates and checklists for managers. Each ends up suggestive of a promising line of thought, but is treated a bit superficially. A more tightly focused and deeper treatment of fewer topics would be more successful.

Also, as with many management texts these days, many of the points are based on loose or tacit arguments and anecdotal evidence, and do not hold up to mindful consideration. For example, Field’s implication that consumers of Kraft products are indirectly and immorally supporting Philip Morris cigarette manufacturers is wholly unsupported, and would need an examination of interdivisional capital flow from their annual report (or at least a citation to a valid study to justify the claim). It may well be that there are complex ethical issues hiding in the peanut butter, ones which Buddhist thought may help to address, but the case needs to be made much more clearly and rigorously to be compelling. Such loose reasoning appears repeatedly throughout the book.

Field also seems to take issue with the capitalist underpinnings of Adam Smith, in that he suggests that the lack of an individualist moral prescription perforce leads to immoral outcomes. When Smith famously wrote “It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker, that we expect our dinner, but from their regard to their own self-interest,” however, he was pointing out that a morally positive wealth creation system can arise even in the face of unenlightened, self-interested individuals. Smith might well argue against Field, saying that the invisible hand does good as an unintended consequence of individuals doing well, and that Buddhist influence is therefore superfluous. Unfortunately, Field does not engage this argument.
How does Business and the Buddha: Doing well by doing good compare to other books written for the same audiences? It tries to find a middle way between an inspiring socioeconomic call to action (e.g., E. F. Schumacher’s Small is Beautiful: Economics as if People Mattered) and a pragmatic and immediately applicable guide for business managers (e.g., Geraldine Larkin’s Building a Business the Buddhist Way: A Practitioner’s Guidebook). It is certainly an interesting and timely topic, and the author ought to be commended for tackling it. Field has created a tasty appetizer, but one that left me still hungry for the meal. I expect this text will sell well on the basis of the cover and the title. The number of word-of-mouth referrals from actual readers, however, is likely to be much lower.
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For about the past decade one of the persistent and accelerating issues facing practicing Buddhists has been the application dimension. Beyond the monastery or the dedicated community, how do the basic Buddhist doctrines translate into real action in today’s world? In the spirit of “applied Buddhism” David Loy’s new book Money, Sex, War, Karma: Notes for a Buddhist Revolution contains fifteen essays which not only identify and explain with subtlety the basic Buddhist practice terms, but which also serve to suggest alternative ways of thinking, speaking and behaving with respect to important social issues such as money, sex and war. Although Buddhist practice is recognized as being concerned with personal liberation rather than being a vehicle for “political or economic revolution”, the vocabulary of “self” is useful for understanding and treating the context within which each individual is embedded. To the degree that one suspects that the Buddhist vocabulary pertaining to “self” can be expanded to apply to nations, etc. one will find much of interest in this book. The big question, however, is not theoretical; Loy is reacting to the absolute need to change our relationship to our environment. We all know this, yet so far have been unable to act effectively. We have come to the point where we must change or be changed, perhaps to extinction. Our behaviours and attitudes regarding our place within our environment do not change easily; they cannot be separated from other attitudes and feelings of entitlement. Loy skilfully uses the established Buddhist vocabulary of “interdependence” to help untangle the myriad impediments that threaten the timely implementation of a political or economic will to act.

In one of his essays, “Lack of Money”, he makes the very useful point that the value of money exists in the same way that “self” exists; it is a construction. With this simple and accessible example he shows how something can both exist and not exist at the same time, which is the nature of “self”, according to Buddhist thought. This then is an excellent teaching on “anatta” or “no-self”, a basic doctrinal element of the middle way. Nations and multi-nationals too are constructions. He makes an attempt to bring a middle way analysis to the descriptions and prescriptions that pertain to collective entities,
following what he sees as a basic paradigm of Buddhist practice: deconstructing and reconstructing the “self”.

Dr. Loy begins, appropriately, with an explanation of *dukkha* (dissatisfaction, dis-ease) and the four noble truths, culminating in the foundational observation, “...the self is dukkha”. He deconstructs the notion of *dukkha* into its traditional three types, offering some description of each; but it is *sankhara* (conditioned states) upon which he focuses. The *dukkha* caused through *sankhara* is connected with deluded (i.e., dualistic) notions about the self; this forms the basis for the doctrine of *anatta* (no self). From this platform it is possible to speak about collective *dukkha* and unwholesome *karma* brought about by “institutionalized greed, ill will and delusion”, the three poisons. Primal forces such as lust and violence make an individual or a collective-self vulnerable to the poisons, although (and this is one of the important contributions that a middle way analysis offers), these primal forces are not seen as evil or even in need of correction. The Buddhist issue is always one of harm rather than being “right” or triumphant. In proper doses the poisons promote the health of the collective entity. Acquisitive impulses and ferocious reflexive attitudes, like oxygen itself, are life giving in small quantities but become corrosive, destabilizing and ultimately fatal past a certain point. We are near or past that point. Typically, in an individual, this is often the point at which one begins to seek out a spiritual solution; so it seems reasonable to think that our civilization, as a *sankhara* self, might be analogously receptive to such a change in awareness.

This is where meditation enters the rhetoric. Loy accepts the Mahayanist ideal of awareness—a formless, non-abiding awareness—as being preferable to the “unremitting connectivity that pulls us in the opposite direction”. Meditation is the vehicle through which individuals can reassert sovereignty over their attention. Similarly some collective awareness of the skills of composition (i.e., meditation) would counter the deleterious effects of institutionalized ill intentions and of the mainstream media, which functions as a collective nervous system. The modern or post-modern collective “attention traps” provided through the media constitute the basic impediments to the lessening of our collective *dukkha* by usurping the collective attention or “cognitive commons” (a purely immaterial equivalent of the village commons of the late medieval era). The diverting and enclosure of the cognitive commons runs against the current of emergent liberation, which a Buddhist paradigm would be seeking to promote. Fragmentation (the inability to focus), commodification (consumerism), and control (propaganda or advertising) of collective attention are the major points of enclosure facilitated by the mainstream media.
The prescriptive element in Dr. Loy’s middle way rhetoric is offered in the final chapter, “Notes for a Buddhist Revolution.” He summarizes the problem this way, “The fundamental issue isn’t our reliance on fossil fuels but our reliance on a mindset that takes the globalization of corporate capitalism (and its dominant role in supposedly democratic processes) as natural, necessary, and inevitable. We need an alternative to ‘there is no alternative’.” In addition to containing the best line in the book, this keeps the field of contention within the sphere of mind, a natural fit for Buddhism. Loy is careful not to oversell what Buddhism or Buddhist practice can accomplish, especially within existing economic and political systems. Nevertheless he does offer the foundational elements of a genuinely engaged Buddhism, a personal spiritual practice and the moral tether of non-violence, joined with the elements of the Bodhisattva vow. The modern Zen master Shunryu Suzuki Roshi thought that American Zen should have Theravadin rigor and Mahayana sensibility. Loy has made a good effort at doing just that.

Even so there will be plenty of points in the book where the reader can expect to have a reaction to Loy’s definitions, assumptions, conclusions and so on. He often seems to skew things in unusual ways; for example, basic Buddhism teaches that the basis of suffering is the mistaken belief that the self is real, but Loy turns that around, claiming instead that it is the knowledge of anatta that is “intrinsically uncomfortable”. It seems a small point, and most querulous reactions to Loy’s narrative will probably prove to be of similar kind. One of the genuinely enjoyable aspects of reading the book, actually, is that many a question about the author’s understanding of applied Buddhism and Buddhist doctrine (e.g., karma) become resolved if the reader has the patience and persistence to finish read this collection of well-wrought essays.